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WA Community Closures

Spread the word!

The WA Government wants to

close remote Aboriginal

communities. PM Tony Abbott says

living in these communities is a

'lifestyle choice'. Find out more

about the crisis in remote WA

Aboriginal Communities.
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The Issue

Announcement to discontinue funding essential services in
remote communities

In September 2014 the Federal Government announced that it would no longer fund essential municipal services including

supply of power, water, and management of infrastructure in remote Aboriginal communities in Queensland, Victoria, NSW,

Western Australia, and Tasmania, despite having done so for decades.

The South Australian government refused to sign an agreement, and the Western Australian government signed an

agreement with the Federal Government for funding of $90 million which would fund services until June 2016.

The WA government announced that it would not pick up the bill beyond that time and would instead close between 100 and

150 of the 274 remote Aboriginal communities in the state.

The decisions by both the Federal and the State Governments occurred without any consultation with Aboriginal people in

the affected communities.

How many people live in these communities

According to the WA Department of Aboriginal Affairs, there are around 12,000 Aboriginal people currently living in the 274

communities in WA, with around 1,300 living in 174 of the smallest. In 115 of those communities, there are around 500 people in
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total, or an average of 4.4 people per community.

What will the impact be of shutting down communities

Premier Barnett himself acknowledged that closing communities would:

“…cause great distress to Aboriginal people who will move, it will cause issues in regional towns as Aboriginal people move into

them.”

Professor Patrick Dodson, Yawuru man from the Kimberley, who authored a review of small homeland communities for the NT

government said closing down communities would:

“…be disastrous, increasing access to drugs and alcohol and exacerbating social tensions,  which would flow on to antisocial

behaviour and incarceration. The immediate consequences would be to create an internal refugee problem for the indigenous

people.

He also said that breaking people's connection to land:

“…would threaten the survival of Aboriginal knowledge and culture, because in towns people were restricted from camping,

lighting fires, hunting and fishing.” 

What criteria will be used to close communities

It is not known where any closures might occur, nor what criteria might be used.  In fact, there has been great anxiety and

uncertainty over this, particularly as no consultation has occurred prior to the statement being made by Premier Barnett.

The Federal Government prepared a document in 2010 titled "Priority Investment Communities - WA" which categorised 192 of 287

remote settlements as unsustainable. The majority of those assessed as unsustainable are in the Kimberley, with 160 communities

in the region.

Non-Indigenous communities

We could not find any examples of government decisions to refuse to fund essential municipal services for non-Indigenous

communities, including small communities in remote areas in WA. For example, the non-Indigenous community of Camballin (of

about 300 people) is located near Looma (an Aboriginal community of around 370 people) in the Kimberly. Looma will be assessed

by the Western Australian government for funding whereas Camballin will not. 

Take Action

Write to the WA Premier,
Federal and State Ministers
and help save remote
Aboriginal communities in
WA.

Complete the form to send your email to:

WA Premier, Colin Barnett

Federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs, Nigel Scullion

WA Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Peter Collier

1. Help Stop WA Community
Closures

Personal Details

First Name *

Last Name *
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WA Minister for Housing, James Holt

We were shocked by the decision of the Federal Government

to withdraw funding of essential municipal services (including

supply of power, water, management of infrastructure,

rubbish collection) to remote Aboriginal communities.

Just as shocking has been the Western Australian

government’s response to this decision. Premier Barnett

decided they would not pick up the bill and fund those

services.

Communities right around the nation take the funding of such

services for granted – it’s a basic obligation of government to

its citizens.

Instead of coming to an agreement to ensure ongoing funding

of such basic services to communities, the Federal and

Western Australian governments settled on a deal for a

limited one off federal payment of $90 million. As a result, the

Federal Government will withdraw from funding the ongoing

provision of these services from July 2015.

Premier Barnett then announced that he would close between

100 and 150 of the 274 remote Aboriginal communities as a

result of the deal.

This is unacceptable.

In fact, the Premier’s own words indicate that he knows that it

is a harmful decision to some of the most vulnerable in his

state. In parliament, he said:

“It will cause great distress to Aboriginal people who will

move, it will cause issues in regional towns as Aboriginal

people move into them."

Join us in sending a message that it is not on to refuse to fund

basic municipal and essential services, and shut down remote

Aboriginal communities.

Write to the Federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs, the WA

Premier, the WA Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, and the WA

Minister for Housing.

Email *

Message *

I write to express my deep shock at the decision of 
the Federal and Western Australian Governments’ to 
discontinue funding of essential municipal services 
to remote Aboriginal communities in Western 
Australia.

I ask that the Australian and Western Australian 
governments urgently meet to forge a new 

Address
Adding your address identifies your electorate,

increases the impact of your letter and makes it more

likely that you will receive a written response.

Street Address

Street Address Line 2

City / Suburb

State or Territory

- None -

Postal Code

SUBMIT

Help get the word out

Review and share this page to help spread awareness of the

community closures. ANTaR will continue to closely monitor

the issue and we will be doing more, so please stay intouch.

To recieve the latest updates signup to our newsletter.
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PO Box 77 Strawberry Hills NSW 2012

Phone: (02) 9280 0060

Fax: (02) 9280 0061

Email: antar@antar.org.au

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are advised that this site may

contain images and voices of people who have died.

Our Affiliates:

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

South Australia

Western Australia

Northern Territory

More Information:

Contact us

Work with us

Stay Informed

Sea Of Hands

Privacy Policy

Urgent Reminder

Published: 01-05-2015

WA Community Closures 2015

This is an reminder that rallies are taking place across

Australia (and the world) TODAY to stop the forced

closure of Aboriginal Communities in Western

Australia. Find a rally near you here.ANTaR supporters

will be heading to rallies around the

country.SYDNEY Sydney staff will be join the peaceful

rally at Belmore Park at 4pm. Supporters are welcome

to join us at 3.30pm outside 410 Elizabeth St Surry Hills

to walk down to the rally with us. MELBOURNE To walk

with friends from ANTaR Victoria meet at the ANTaR

House, 128 Fitzroy St,...

ANTaR National Director Andrew Meehan
interviewed on Radio 2SER

Published: 25-03-2015

WA Community Closures 2015

ANTaR National Director Andrew Meehan talked to

2SER recently about the the Prime Minister’s comments

that showed enormous disrespect and a complete lack

of understanding of connection to land, the importance

of culture, and the positive impact of both on health

and wellbeing.Click here to listen to the interview on

2SER website

ALL AUSTRALIANS SHOULD
BE SHOCKED AT
ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY
CLOSURES

Last published: 
1 May 2015
Author: ANTaR

National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander rights advocacy organisation

ANTaR today joined the rallies to add its voice to the shocking prospect of

forced remote Aboriginal community closures in WA.   

National Director Andrew Meehan said that when governments don’t listen

to reasonable requests for decency, its time to show government what the

community thinks.

 

READ

(PDF 76.17 KB)

GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO
CLOSE RESPECT GAP WITH
ABORIGINAL AND TORRES
STRAIT ISLANDER PEOPLE

Last published: 
11 March 2015
Author: Andrew Meehan

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander rights advocacy organisation ANTaR

today called on government to engage more and listen to First Peoples to

develop a better understanding of culture, connection to land, and health

and wellbeing. The call comes following the Prime Minister’s comments

yesterday about plans to close more than 150 communities in Western

Australia where he said that government could not fund ‘lifestyle choices ’.

READ

(PDF 91.37 KB)
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